


Student Awards -
Values Awards

● Riley C - for recounting his Somers Camp adventures during morning circle.
● Aurora W - for demonstrating the values of respect and community by always being kind to others.
● Cooper N - for always offering to help sort our book tubs in the 1/2 area and doing such a great job at it.
● Baxter G - for discovering the power of the word ‘yet’ and not giving up when things seem challenging.
● Davey R - for his great cut-up sentences about his family

Reading Awards
● Darcy T - for completing 100 days of reading.
● Austin M - for 100 nights of reading.
● Adam S - for showing great reading stamina during independent reading.
● Rita S - for doing such a great job in explaining her understanding of the text with connections to her life.
● Wynston B - for completing 100 nights of reading. Congratulations Wynston.
● Archer K - for using a variety of reading strategies when attempting unknown words.
● 1/2 McMillan - their amazing reading during shared reading. Great work.
● Charlee M - for using the question matrix when creating her question for the text Holes.

Thought of the Week
“Try to be a rainbow in someone else’s cloud.”

Assembly
Please note that due to Friday being a student free day, there will not be an assembly this week. Children listed above as
receiving awards will be presented with these next Friday.

Upcoming Student Free Day
A reminder that Friday 2nd June is a student free day. Staff will be using this time to focus on assessment and reporting.
Camp Australia is offering their service if you are requiring care for your child/ren on this day. You can access their
information through our school website by clicking here.

Evacuation Drill
We held our evacuation drill today. The children participated in this really well even though it did flow over into a part of
their playtime. It is important that we hold these types of drills on a regular basis so that we are prepared for a real
emergency. The other benefit is the feedback we receive from it to make the processes even better. Teachers have been
asked to seek the children’s feedback to gather their thoughts. One class has provided some really good feedback such
as ensuring that a different sound is used to signal that there is a need to perform some type of evacuation, or lockdown -
and of course not to have emergencies that interrupt their playtime.

Teacher Teams Planning Days
Next week the children’s timetables will look slightly different with the teams of teachers having a full day together to plan
collaboratively. This type of collaborative planning ensures that the children are provided with consistent learning
regardless of the class they are in. There is still room for the individuality of the teacher to shine through and of course,
the teacher plans to ensure that the individual learning needs of the children are being met. Our teachers benefit from
planning together as they share ideas and resources and be invigorated by the professional conversations they are
having. The schedule for these days are as follows.

Monday - all children will be with their Generalist classroom teacher for the day. Specialist teachers will be planning as a
team on this day.
Tuesday - Prep children will be with Specialist teachers for the day. The Prep teachers will be planning on this day.
Wednesday - The Grade 3 & 4 children will be with Specialist teachers for the day. The Grade 3/4 teachers will be
planning as a team on this day.
Thursday - The Grade 1 & 2 children will be with Specialist teachers for the day. The Grade 1/2 teachers will be planning
as a team on this day.
Friday - The Grade 5 & 6 children will be with Specialist teachers for the day. The Grade 5/6 teachers will be planning as
a team on this day.

Principal’s Conference
I am fortunate enough to have the opportunity to attend the statewide Principal’s Conference this coming Monday. The
conference is held in Melbourne and has us come together to hear from renowned educators and leading practitioners,
and discover new ways of thinking about leadership excellence. A chance to learn with colleagues is so valuable and
something that ensures that our school continues to move forward and ensure that we are engaging our children in a
high-quality education where they will thrive in their social, emotional and academic journey.



Victorian Premiers’ Reading Challenge - repeat notice

100 days to go - you can do it!
Congratulations to these students who have reached their goal for the Premiers’ Reading Challenge over the past week:

Jayden J
Joanna J

And congratulations to these students who are over halfway toward reaching their goal for the Premier’s Reading
Challenge. Keep up the great reading:
McKayla B - 87% Jack At - 80% Charlotte S - 53% Madelyn B - 53%
Kayde Q - 67% Tasman R - 83% James M - 63% Saylah Q - 53%
Poppy N - 63% Gwen C - 53% Dominic B - 87% Adam S - 57%
Isla A - 73% Theodore B - 93%

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact our library teacher, Claire Osborne, via phone at the school
office or email: Claire.osborne@education.vic.gov.au.

Jump Rope For Heart

Jump Rope for Heart kicks off this term at Golden Square Primary School

This year we are participating in Jump Rope for Heart. Students will be provided with the opportunity to move in a way that they
may not have before. Students will be skipping during PE lessons and at lunchtimes. There will be some mini competitions along
the way. Keep an eye out in the newsletters and in your classrooms.

Jump Rope for Heart is the Heart Foundation’s primary school skipping challenge that helps kids move more, have fun and raise
funds for lifesaving research and programs.

We will hold our school Jump Off Day on June 23. This will mark the end of the program and is a chance for everyone to come
together to skip and show off their newly learned skills.

Thank you for supporting the Jump Rope for Heart program!

Students have the opportunity to develop their skipping skills with Miss McMillan at lunchtime every Thursday for the remainder of
the term. The last couple of weeks with the juniors have been great to see students try something new.

Amy McMillan

Junior Sport Coordinator



Scholastic Book Club Issue 4 2023 - Orders due June 7th

Thanks to all families who made a purchase through Book Club Issue 3. Issue 4 is
now open!

All orders are to be made online through Book Club LOOP. There will be no cash
orders this year, only online orders.
It is easy to order. The Book Club LOOP platform for parents allows you to play by
credit card. Your child’s order is submitted directly to school and the books will be
delivered to class. You can place your child’s order at scholastic.com.au/LOOP or by
using the LOOP app, which can be downloaded from the App Store.

If you get stuck and need help, simply call Scholastic Book Club friendly customer
service team on 1800 021 233 between the hours of 8:30am to 5pm or phone/email
the school and I will be more than happy to help.

Orders are due Wednesday 7th June

How to Order
1. Simply grab your child’s Book Club catalogue and either sign in or register

your account.
2. Click on ORDER and then select Golden Square Primary School and your child’s class
3. Add your child’s first name and last initial (so that teachers at school will know who the book is for)
4. Enter the item number from the Book Club catalogue.
5. All orders are sent directly to our school account for submission to Scholastic. Books will be delivered to your child’s

classroom if you order by the close date.
6. There is no need to return paper order forms or payment receipts to school.

Thanks again for your support and happy reading!

Claire Osborne
Library teacher

Prep Incursion - Bunnings Warehouse Kangaroo Flat

On Wednesday the 7th of June, a representative
from Bunnings Warehouse (Kangaroo Flat) will visit
the Prep classrooms as part of our unit on Living
Things.

Each classroom will take part in a 40-minute lesson
where students will explore what plants need to
grow and learn how to care for plants.

Students will also take part in a hands-on activity where they will plant a seed for a classroom greenhouse.

Prep Team



PREP - TEAM NEWS
Reading and Writing Mathematics
This week in reading, students have explored different
reading strategies to help them work out unknown words.
Students have used these strategies when reading their
own readers. We have explored the following strategies.

● Looking at the pictures for clues
● Skipping the word, reading ahead and then going

back and trying again.
● Sounding out the word (stretch out the word

slowly. Put the sound together)
● Looking at the initial sound of the unknown word

This week in writing, students have continued researching
facts for their animal information reports. Students are in
the process of completing a first draft. Students have
discovered the foods that different animals eat, where they
live and what they look like.

Emus live in the desert. Baby emus hatch from eggs -
Morgan
Penguins have flippers - Carter
Koalas have claws on their feet - Joanna
Koalas eat eucalyptus leaves - Wynston

This week in maths, students have continued creating and
solving addition number stories using concrete materials.
Students have used the strategies of ‘count all’ and ‘count
on’ to solve problems. Students have generated their own
questons using dice, playing cards and counters.

Integrated Reminders
This week as part of our Integrated Unit on Living
Things,the prep students made grass heads. They used
stockings, lawn seed and soil. Students decorated their
grass heads with goggle eyes and colourful outfits. The
prep students will watch their grass heads closely over the
coming weeks and observe any changes that occur. If
we’re lucky we might be able to give them a haircut! 50 nights:

Evie F

75 nights:

Morgan M

Aiden B

Neal X

100 nights:

Wynston B

UPCOMING EVENTS/ DATES:
Friday 2nd June - Pupil Free Day (no school for students)
Wednesday 7th June - Bunnings Incursion.



Grade 1 & 2 - TEAM NEWS
Reading and Writing Mathematics
Throughout reading and writing we have continued to
delve into non-fiction texts, their features and the aspects
of the writing piece. This week we are looking at the
similarities and differences between non-fiction texts. We
have been discussing a National Geographic text and an
episode of The Magic School Bus about volcanoes.

This week in maths, we have been learning how addition
and subtraction work together. Students have investigated
fact family houses that show how you can turn around
equations. We have also looked at the part-part-whole and
whole-part-part strategies that show the whole number as
the large number and the parts as the smaller numbers
that make the large number.

Integrated/ PE Reminders
We have begun a new focus in PE, bouncing. We have
started with bouncing basketballs on the spot and will build
up to dribbling in the next couple of weeks. It has been
great to see students develop their skills that they can use
in out-of-school sports.

INTEGRATED:

We have continued to research the Big Things in Australia.
Students have learnt about The Big Golden Guitar, The Big
Galah and The Big Milkshake. This is leading up to the
students developing their own Big Thing for Bendigo with
peers.

As the weather starts to get colder, please remember to
send your child in suitable clothing with labels on jackets
and jumpers.
Keep up with your nightly reading. Remember to bring your
reader bag and reading diary to school each day so that
you can change your readers over.

UPCOMING EVENTS/ DATES:
This Friday is a pupil free day - No school for students



Grade 3 & 4 - TEAM NEWS

Reading Writing
This week, our 3/4 students explored Reconciliation Week
during our reading lesson. We engaged with texts like
"Stolen Girl," "Sorry Day," and "Took the Children Away,"
gaining insight into the experiences of Indigenous children
forcibly separated from their families. These stories opened
their eyes to past injustices and sparked discussions on
acknowledging and addressing these wrongs. We also
used informative resources from the 'Right Wrongs' ABC
program, focusing on the 1967 referendum granting
Indigenous people the right to be counted in the national
census.

In our writing this week, we built upon the 'Wominjeka: The
Reconciliation Workshop.' 'Wominjeka' means 'Welcome'
in the languages of the Kulin nations, representing
Indigenous people from around Port Phillip Bay. During the
workshop, Jan taught our students a respectful song and
shared stories of black-white history through archival
images and maps. Inspired by the workshop, our students
expressed their learnings through poetry. They crafted
acrostic poems and explored haiku, capturing their
thoughts and emotions about reconciliation.

Mathematics Reminders
In maths this week, our students explored multiplication
concepts, building upon their understanding of area. They
discovered how arrays, equal groups, and repeated
addition are related. Through hands-on activities and
problem-solving, students developed their understanding of
multiplication concepts and strategies.
Additionally, our students ventured into coordinates and
compass directions. They learned to navigate and plot
points on a grid using ordered pairs. This knowledge was
put to use in the 'Mathsy Island' task, where they used
coordinates and compass directions to give directions and
locations.

Congratulations to:

100 Nights:

75 Nights: Henry M

50 Nights:

25 Nights:



Grade 5 & 6 - TEAM NEWS

Reading Integrated Studies
This week students are reading
Chapter 22- 28 of ‘Holes’ by Louis
Sachar. Students are developing
their skills as Question Creators, as
part of their Literature Circles
training. As a Question Creator,
your job is to write and then ask
thoughtful questions to begin a
conversation. A Question Creator
might ask a question to clarify
something you do not understand
or to hear other points of view. A
great question makes everyone think more deeply. Students
are using a Question Martrix to build open ended questions
to promote healthy discussion of the text.

This week students
have been
researching
survival skills and
disaster
prevention as part
of their unit on
Natural Disasters.
Students have
worked with an
online disaster simulation game to prepare coastal
towns and remote cities for disasters such as bushfires
and tsunamis. By studying the risk factors such as
location and population density students could work
through a range of scenarios to reduce the impact of
a disaster. Students have identified methods of
reducing harm through clearing dry trees, building on
higher ground and providing adequate shelter for the
citizens of their disaster zone.

We encourage you to try out the game here -
https://www.stopdisastersgame.org/

Mathematics

This week students have been solving addition and subtraction
problems using decimals. To add a real life context to their decimal
calculations, students have been planning a camping trip and

researching the items they
would need to buy. Students
started by brainstorming the
items they would need (tent,
sleeping bag, torch etc) and
then figured out how to use
the rest of their budgeted
$100.
They used Google sheets to
start a budget spreadsheet
and Google slides to make a presentation clearly showing the items they chose and
the reasons for their choices.



HPV News

The HPV team experienced their first training session last Monday,
completing various circuit activities such as squats, planking, skipping,
hula hoops and running. Reaction time was tested with the ball to wall
test with Mr Westcott failing miserably in his attempts.

Weather permitting we hope to alternate circuit training with bike riding
each week. In addition to this training, students have had the opportunity
to ride in Ghost. A sleeker design than Pacman, Ghost is lighter and more
aerodynamic. Students have provided feedback on which trike they prefer
riding in with both Pacman and Ghost receiving similar ranking.

As a team we look forward to riding the vehicles at the Tom Flood Sports
Centre in the coming weeks. This will give the team an opportunity to
literally put the pedal to the metal and take the trikes up to speed.

Chess Club News Thursday lunchtimes

During the week 25 grade 5/ 6 students showed interest in being part of the
Chess club. Students have begun by playing against a partner or against a
computer online.

Students will be given the opportunity to be part of chess training to develop
their skills in the hope that they become confident enough to want to represent
the school in a chess tournament.



Specialist - Performing Arts
Jazmine van Agtmaal

Production Update

Our production is coming up in Term Three, so the Performing Arts room is a hive of activity!

Please find below all of the important details related to this event. More information will be out to families soon, including
confirmed drop off and performance times and options for families who have children split over both performances.

Production: Disney’s The Little Mermaid Jnr
Dates: 23rd and 24th August, 2023
Location: Ulumbarra Theatre, Bendigo
Key points:

● Students in Grade 5/6 and the Grade 3/4 Choir will attend both evening performances.
● Other students will be involved in one evening performance.

Please find the split for the grade groups below:

Wednesday 23rd August Thursday 24th August

Prep O’Grady + Half of Prep Tomlinson Prep Friswell + Half of Prep Tomlinson

1/2 McDougall 1/2 Golding

1/2 McMillan 1/2 Powell

3/4 Dyer 3/4 Mogyorossy

3/4 McKenzie 3/4 Gamble

Grade 3/4 Choir

All Grade 5/6 Students (including the lead cast)

There has been lots to be proud of so far - students have been memorising lines, lyrics and dance moves, overcoming
their fears of performing in front of others and finding joy in working towards a big, exciting goal.

Special mention to Emily and Maci from the lead cast for their performance of ‘Part of Your World’ at the Grandparent’s
Day assembly recently. Students, staff and families were all so impressed - this is the result of lots of hard work and you
should feel very proud of yourselves.



School-Wide Positive Behaviour

News from the SWPBS team

SWPBS is a proactive, preventive process focusing

on reinforcing and recognising positive behaviour.

All staff and all students in all settings are involved.

Behaviour routines and consistent language

create a basis for a positive school culture.

This week students in selected grades have begun testing

a new whole school SWPBS incentive system.

Students who demonstrate expected behaviours from

the matrix are recognised with a coded sticker for their

individual card. Students will be acknowledged

individually AND the whole grade is also working

collectively to earn a class prize. Currently 5/6A are

aiming for 200 stickers to earn a hot dog lunch!











Calendar
Golden Square Primary School – Term 2 2023

Term 2
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Week 6 29th May 30th May 31st May 1st June 2nd June

School Photos
National Reconciliation
Week

Region Cross Country - St
Arnaud

National Children’s Day Student Free Day

Week 7 5th June 6th June 7th June 8th June 9th June

Finance Meeting

Week 8 12th June 13th June 14th June 15th June 16th June

Public Holiday - King’s
Birthday

Division 2 Soccer Grade 1/2 Local Excursion.

Week 9 19th June 20th June 21st June 22nd June 23rd June

Reports go home
International Make Music
Day

School Council Meeting 4 Reports open on Compass
Report data upload
CASES21
Last day Term 2
2:30 pm finish


